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the main motivation for microsoft going open source was
the antitrust case it got hit with and the desire to get back

in the game, and google went open source to win. they
would be interested in killing java more than they would kill
java itself. in fact, java is thriving . the worry about webpack
is that the third-party modules are not gpled and you cant

distribute them. (someone had created a github repo with a
developer build and a binary for the js community to play

around with.) that is not an explanation - the source is
already freely available and it is entirely legal to

redistribute it, provided that the resulting binaries are not
made available outside of the internal company (and
possibly not even that.) if you are worried about the

distribution of the code itself, you should reconsider using
git. they were just floundering for money - their board was

actually approving spending on new technologies. they
were doing everything including the kitchen sink in search
of new markets. they were turning to their (lack of) oem
partners to fill in the gaps. they were trying new things.
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they were returning on investment . they were tinkering
and trying anything that might help them sell something. of
course, if you have a vision and a commitment to a mission,
the best way to take advantage of such opportunities is to
not focus on them but rather find a way to create them. bill
gates did not leave microsoft because he wanted to prove it
could invent that "next big thing." he did it because he saw
a gap in the market and realized the internet was going to
create a huge opportunity for software to grow. he created
an opportunity to create a new market . so did larry ellison.

so did steve jobs.
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oh, definitely. i use the java editor. it saves a lot of time. i
should upgrade, though, perhaps a few months from now. i
think ive learned a lot, though, from using the ide. ive also
discovered so much in the community, especially with the

summer of code, though that is unfortunately over this
year. i really liked seeing the vue.js project, which has
gotten some pretty impressive results from very strong

students working from a very small time-frame. the ability
to rename a method is especially useful. of course, in java,
variables must be private or package-scoped, methods are

named with the suffix, fields are named with the suffix. i
prefer to use the variant to refer to a current line. and i
dislike the suffix for string objects. the frontend-side of

gatsby is largely based on react components. i'm guessing
most of you are familiar with react, but i'll give a quick
primer. ( disclaimer: i am no react expert, but i have

created a few react apps and have dabbled in api design. )
the idea behind react is to create components that allow
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you to decompose your application into modular pieces.
they are often called "little bits" as well. in react, each

component carries its own state (user input, whatever), is
stateless (no global state), is view-agnostic (you dont care
about what the view looks like, just the application logic),

and is unidirectional (input causes data processing, but not
vice-versa). i think its a great application, and if you are

interested in mental training or just learning a new
language on your own time, i highly recommend it. very

different to astrals, yet with some similarities. the problem i
have with it is that when its not your language of choice, it

doesnt work to much like other instant language
convertors. in my case, i wanted to practice c++
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